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Prevention through Design

Jonathan A. Bach, PE, CSP, CIH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Thank you for any intros and personal BIO summary if not already done.]Thank YOU for your interest in DESIGNING OUT process and worker hazards!



PtD is NOT new …
1750 B.C., Code of Hammurabi, Law 229:  
“If a builder builds a house for someone, 
and does not construct it properly, and 
the house which he built falls in and kills 
its owner, then that builder shall be put 
to death.”

(Punitive code. PtD implied! )
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Did you know that Prevention through Design is actually very OLD?Stepping back thousands of years …[Summarize title and text]



“Hammurabi 2.0”

“My company has had a safety program for 150 years. 
The program was instituted as a result of a French law 
requiring an explosives manufacturer to live on the 
premises with his family.”

— Crawford Greenwalt
Former president of DuPont
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stepping way forward, I call this “Hammurabi version 2.0” from the Chemical Engineering world …[READ text]Still a punitive method, but it might have some effectiveness!



Moses 1.0
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1440 B.C., Bible, Moses, Deuteronomy 
22:8:  “When you build a new house, 
make a parapet around your roof so that 
you may not bring the guilt of bloodshed 
on your house if someone falls from the 
roof.”

(Design code. PtD specific. )

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Scroll.jpg

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, way before DuPont, and actually only a few hundred years after Hammurabi, we see an actual DESIGN code in Deuteronomy … The good old PARAPET PtD solution!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Scroll.jpg


Great ideas endure

www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2014-108/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Which is still valid today.We need more great DESIGN ideas that prevent or control hazards and ENDURE.How does Prevention through Design help produce GREAT DESIGN IDEAS?By way of introduction, and to introduce some key THEMES of Prevention through Design – I will use a photo requested by Professor Basaran …I think that Professor Basaran, or Osman if I may, requested this photo partly because it comes from an excellent year I worked in his country of origin, Turkey, and partly for the humor involved.  I will also use it to explain my own growing understanding of key THEMES in Prevention through Design.

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2014-108/


Thinking about RISK … to self … to others

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I HAVE been thinking about RISK for a long time.  I am an Environmental Engineer from Syracuse University, and I was and am concerned about RISK to the environment that we all enjoy and depend on.  It was the 70’s … I wanted to save the forests and rivers, and some of my classmates saw Chemical Engineering, incorrectly, as “the dark side,” while some ChemE students looked at our new environmental program as “engineering light” (there were only 1 or 2 other Environmental Engineering programs in the U.S. at that time). The Chemical Engineering dean tried to recruit me, telling me that the REAL environmental work was in Chemical Engineering.An Air Force recruiter came to Syracuse and told us about Bioenvironmental Engineering officers … and I signed up.  Though I later moved on to a Navy Sub base, and then the Army Corps of Engineers in Europe, the Air Force provided much environmental work in Colorado, Turkey, Italy, and Pennsylvania.Yet over half the work was the “H” in OSHA – protecting our men and women from Occupational HEALTH risks such as radiation, noise, heat, lasers, and yes, CHEMICALS.  As you know, the “H” in OSHA can lead to ILLNESS (and death), while the “S,” for Safety, can lead to INJURY (and death).[ADVANCE]



“A life without adventure is likely to be unsatisfying, 
but a life in which adventure is allowed to take 

whatever form it will, is likely to be short.”
- Bertrand Russell

Thinking about RISK … to self … to others

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But SAFETY was not my specialty, there was another office that did that.  I didn’t THINK like safety people THINK (no doubt, some of them didn’t think like me either).  I had yet to contemplate this thought by Bertrand Russell “… a life in which adventure is allowed to take whatever form it will, is likely to be short.”The missing part of this photo provides rock-solid proof that I was too much of a specialist in my own profession, too “stove piped” in my views.Yes, that’s me, and if you think I’m contemplating risk while standing in a field or along the shore, let me clear that up …



No HEALTH hazards here!

Central
Taurus
Mountains,
Turkey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No, no health hazards, the air was wonderful!  And I did get plenty of exercise[ADVANCE]



No HEALTH hazards here!

Central
Taurus
Mountains,
Turkey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… especially my legs while trying to find a good point of balance somewhere under each boot!I realize that our approach to VOLUNTARY risks for OURSELVES … is completely different from our approach to INVOLUNTARY risks that our DESIGNS may pose to others.  But still, I would not do this now.[ADVANCE]



Contrary to my thoughts at the 
time, I was NOT the “G.O.A.T.” 
adventurer.  My risk awareness 
was too specialized.

DISCLAIMER:
• without wife or daughter
• before work in safety
• would NOT do it now!

No HEALTH hazards here!

Central
Taurus
Mountains,
Turkey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… NO, I was not the “Greatest Of All Time” or G.O.A.T. adventurer.  I was too focused on HEALTH and not enough on SAFETY.  I was doing what I always did up to that point and was not challenged to a “DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING.”  I would not have made a good SAFETY officer at the time … that didn’t develop until I had a wife and daughter depending on me.I hope I’ve covered this adventurous yet embarrassing photo well enough for you Dr. Basaran!Now … what are those “THEMES” of Prevention through Design that I’ve come to understand?Overspecialization – inadequate participation of multiple disciplines in our Design Safety Reviews.  Related to this is …Stove Piping – passing information and decisions up the chain while bypassing others (who may have had valuable input).A “Different Way of Thinking” – Some of the best DESIGN efforts come from different ways of thinking.Collaborative, Multi-Discipline, Design Safety Reviews are a crucial element in making the PREVENTION THROUGH DESIGN process work … more on that soon.But first I will tell you a bit about NIOSH and the PtD effort …



“Anticipating and DESIGNING OUT  
hazards in tools, equipment, 
processes, materials, structures, 
and the organization of work is the 
most effective way to prevent
occupational injuries, illnesses, and 
fatalities.”  
John Howard, M.D. 
Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Why PtD?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dr. John Howard (doctor, lawyer, researcher, futurist, and NIOSH director) makes the whole point of Prevention through Design, or PtD, very clear … [READ] … As an engineer, I really resonate with that phrase, “Designing OUT hazards”



NIOSH Prevention through Design

Mission: Design out hazards and minimize risks associated with:

Organization 
of Work

ProcessesTools & 
Equipment

Materials, 
Products, New 
Technologies

Structures
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In all industries, our mission is to …[click through and read FAST]Note that Prevention through Design is broad … if you can change a functional group on a molecule to reduce toxicity – while maintaining function – that’s PtD.  And if you can Organize work differently to reduce risks to workers, somewhat of an administrative change, that too is PtD.



www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2011-121/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on work by the National Safety Council (and other visionaries such as Fred Manuele, who was awarded the inaugural Prevention through Design award last year), NIOSH called together several hundred safety, health, and business professionals from ten industry sectors, to formulate and organize a National Strategic Plan for PtD.  If you like, you can still download it and choose some goals to work on to make a name for yourself in the business of protecting workers.  After all, it is a NATIONAL plan, not a “to do” list just for NIOSH.That plan is organized into four focus areas: Research; Education; Practice; and Policy.On NIOSH’s part, we’ve collaborated with colleagues to produce some methods or tools to help people like us DESIGN OUT HAZARDS for our workers.  A few of those methods and tools are as follows …

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2011-121/


NIOSH FACE Program 
[www.cdc.gov/niosh/face/]

Research: FACE Reports
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the area of RESEARCH, NIOSH has been addressing DESIGN issues way before the name Prevention through Design existed.Our Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation, or FACE, program is easily searchable and shows many design-related interventions …

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/face/


Sliderule for Buildings 
www.constructionsliderule.org

Research: Design Comparison Tool
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A project collaboration with Dr. John Gambatese, of Oregon State, resulted in this Design Comparison Tool at ConstructionSlideRule.org.At this site you answer the prompts to compare the overall safety profile of different design choices for a facility.

http://www.constructionsliderule.org/


Education: Textbooks & PtD
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving on to the area of EDUCATION, NIOSH directly contributed PtD chapters, homework problems, or case studies to over a dozen key textbooks.  It is even more encouraging to note that there are now many dozens more textbooks that also include PtD or PtD methods and principles.  This is because the mindset, and value, of DESIGNING-OUT hazards is becoming an expected norm …



Education:  Instruction Modules

www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ptd/pubs.html
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NIOSH has educational slide decks available, with more in development.  These can be downloaded for free by anyone. They include many photos and instructor’s notes. These four are in Architectural Design and Construction, Structural Steel Design, Reinforced Concrete Design, and Mechanical-Electrical Systems.

https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ptd/pubs.html


Education:  Much available …
• A PtD Risk Assessment Course from the ASSP: www.assp.org/education/online-learning

• PtD Webinars for Green Building Design from the USGBC:
www.usgbc.org/education/sessions/life-cycle-safety-basics-and-connections-
sustainability-6679047
www.usgbc.org/education/sessions/leed-pilot-credit-prevention-through-design-ptd-
background-requirements-10947289

• Many Papers, Guides, Checklists, and Slide decks: https://designforconstructionsafety.org
(hosted by Dr. T. Michael Toole, Dean of the College of Engineering, University of Toledo)
See the 1600 item spreadsheet under “Design Tools” that goes well beyond construction
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our partners and colleagues offer additional educational resources including an online course from ASSP (the American Society of Safety PROFESSIONALS).  In this audience, it is worth pointing out that ASSP used to be ASSE, the American Society of Safety ENGINEERS, until June 2018. I hope you are just as encouraged as I am that on that date ENGINEERS finally became PROFESSIONALS.Other resources include webinars from the U.S. Green Building Council, and a cornucopia of great helps at DesignForConstructionSafety.org.  That site is run by Dr. T. Michael Toole, formerly of Bucknell, who is quite a PtD advocate and researcher.  I find it especially exciting that Dr. Toole is now the Dean of the ENTIRE Engineering College at the University of Toledo – not only Civil or Construction.  On that note, I direct you to the “Design Tools” section of that website for a 1600 item spreadsheet with PtD solutions that go way beyond construction.

http://www.assp.org/education/online-learning
http://www.usgbc.org/education/sessions/life-cycle-safety-basics-and-connections-sustainability-6679047
http://www.usgbc.org/education/sessions/leed-pilot-credit-prevention-through-design-ptd-background-requirements-10947289
https://designforconstructionsafety.org/


Education
Dr. Edd Gibson and Dr. David Grau of 

Arizona State have had a PtD emphasis in 
their Global Safety Center for years.

They are now partnering with NIOSH in an 
exciting PtD Initiative.

Workshop participation is no-cost, and 
presentations can be freely viewed and 

downloaded.  The 2022 workshop is on 25 
& 26 May. 

Dr. Gibson hopes to influence the growth 
of PtD well beyond construction, to all 

fields of Engineering.

https://ptd.engineering.asu.edu/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another great source of EDUCATION, and active stimulation toward new ways of thinking, is this ongoing PtD Initiative.The variety of speakers, from academia and many industry sectors, provide thought-provoking insights and practical experiences.This reminds me of the Purdue “Engineer 2020” initiative which also included Prevention through Design.[READ/SUMMARIZE SLIDE]

https://ptd.engineering.asu.edu/


www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2014-108 www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/wp-solutions/2015-198

www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/wp-solutions/2014-124 www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2016-101

Practice: Workplace DESIGN Solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We at NIOSH think of our concise Workplace Solutions series as useful aids to put ideas into PRACTICE.When the PtD office is involved, we call them Workplace DESIGN Solutions, such as these to prevent falls, design-out hazardous noise, and a general guide to showing the Business Value of a PtD hazard control.On that note, NIOSH funded and collaborated on a PtD Business Value model to be released by AIHA on the 25th of this month, at the Nashville AIHce.That is NOT the same as your “AIChE”!  … AIHA is the American Industrial Hygiene Association and AIHce is the American Industrial Hygiene conference and exhibition.  Still, AIChE and AIHce have a lot in common when it comes to protecting people from chemical hazards.

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2014-108
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/wp-solutions/2015-198
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/wp-solutions/2014-124
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2016-101


www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-121www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-120

www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-103/www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-122

Practice: Workplace Design Solutions NANO
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NIOSH also has a series of Workplace Design Solutions on Nanomaterial hazard reduction.

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-121
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-120
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-103/
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2018-122


Policy: Z10 has PtD, Z590.3 IS PtD
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the area of POLICY, having PtD priorities and methods included in government and business policy documents is crucial to building PtD into normal business processes.  Happily, there are now dozens of standards around the world that include PtD principles and methods, and even some countries that legally require early Design Safety Review efforts.The two key consensus standards that I’ll point you to are first, the ANSI/ASSP Z10 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems standard.  The Z10 includes PtD because forethought and planning are what a “Management System” is all about.And then, most importantly, I point you to the PtD standard itself, the ANSI/ASSP Z590.3 Prevention through Design consensus standard, 2021 revision (I’ll show you some of what’s in that soon).



Prevention 
through 
Design

How should I 
THINK about PtD?

How can I actually 
DO PtD?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that I’ve summarized some history and showed a few cool PtD tools, I would like to answer two questions that many of us may have about Prevention through Design, or PtD.How should I THINK about PtD?  And how can I actually DO PtD?Being clear in how you THINK about PtD also helps you to explain it, teach it, and guide the DOING of it.The three words, PREVENTION through DESIGN, are the key …



Hierarchy of Controls (HOC)

ELIMINATION
Design it out

SUBSTITUTION
Use something else

ENGINEERING CONTROLS
Isolation and guarding

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
Training and work scheduling

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Last resort

Control
effectiveness

BEST

The Priority of PtD is “Prevention”
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PtD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PtD is, first, a PRIORITY.  Just about all of us are well-acquainted with the Hierarchy of Controls.  I often present the Hierarchy as shown here - with the arrow to the left indicating that the most effective hazard controls are at the TOP of the Hierarchy.  Avoiding or ELIMINATING a hazard is obviously the most effective – which is why PREVENTION is the first word in PtD.But WHY do we call the controls on the lower levels less effective?  Are they not capable of keeping a worker safe and healthy?  That isn’t true.  Are they lower quality?  No, that isn’t true either.  As the obvious example, you and I have provided ourselves and others with high quality and very protective PPE, or Personal Protective Equipment.So what do we really mean?



Hierarchy of Controls (HOC)

ELIMINATION
Design it out

SUBSTITUTION
Use something else

ENGINEERING CONTROLS
Isolation and guarding

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
Training and work scheduling

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Last resort

Control
effectiveness

BEST

The Priority of PtD is “Prevention”
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Active
(actions required)

Passive
(nothing required)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The answer becomes obvious if we refer to our hazard controls by how “PASSIVE” or “ACTIVE” they are.  Does the worker have to take ACTIONS to protect themselves?  Or is the protection “PASSIVE” … meaning that the worker is protected by doing nothing?  Obviously, if we PREVENT a hazard by AVOIDING it or ELIMINATING it, this is totally PASSIVE – the worker need do nothing at all to be protected from a hazard that doesn’t exist.At the other end of the Hierarchy, mistakes, misunderstandings, and inconsistencies can render very good PPE useless.  We will always need good PPE for various tasks – but it does require procurement, fitting, training, inspection, maintenance, supervision, and consistent use. Administrative controls can have similar risks of too many actions and inconsistent compliance.  Even Engineering Controls can have ACTIONS needed to make them work or keep them effective.  And substituting a lesser hazard doesn’t mean it is hazard-free.It’s easy to see why Dr. Howard says that Designing OUT a hazard is the most effective way to protect workers.Please consider that we are ALSO doing PtD when we can reduce the ACTIONS required at ANY of these control levels.  Put another way, we are ALSO doing PtD when we can make the hazard control, at any level, more PASSIVE.  TJ Lyons puts it this way: we are trying to reduce the “MUST TRUST” factor wherever possible – meaning we “Must Trust” that the worker does every safety procedure right, all the time.



Hierarchy of Risk Treatment
Lyon, Popov, 2019

 Design/redesign
 Procurement
 Operation

 Design/redesign
 Operation
 Maintenance

 Operation 
 Maintenance

Effectiveness & 
Reliability

High

Low

Hierarchy of Risk Treatment

Engineering

Administrative

Type of Treatment

Design

Avoid

Eliminate
Substitute
Minimize
Simplify

Passive Control

Active Control

Warn

Procedures & 
Training

PPE

ANSI Z590.3-2021 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dr. Georgi Popov and Mr. Bruce Lyon have provided several slides showing a more descriptive view of the Hierarchy …The “Hierarchy of Risk Treatment,” or HoRT diagram, is part of the 2021 revision of the ANSI/ASSP Z590.3 Prevention through Design consensus standard.  It is still the Hierarchy of Controls, expanded with practical categories and stages that help us think through the methods and timeframes we leverage to actually DESIGN-OUT hazards and make controls that are more PASSIVE (requiring fewer ACTIVE steps by workers to be protected).No doubt, many of you have already locked on to the words “Minimize” and “Simplify” – which resonate loudly in our Chemical Process Safety thinking.  Dr. Popov often quotes Leonardo da Vinci, saying: "Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.“  We engineers love this stuff … the most elegant designs eliminate problems and enhance effectiveness WITHOUT complexity.  Behind such elegance and simplicity is a DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING.In addition to Leonardo da Vinci, I also just paraphrased some very creative Chemical Engineering colleagues, Trevor Kletz and Dennis Hendershot.I hope you find these Hierarchy diagrams to be a good example, reminder, and perhaps stimulator of THINKING DIFFERENTLY.



Hierarchy of Risk Treatment
Lyon, Popov, 2019

Effectiveness & 
Reliability

High

Low

Hierarchy of Risk Treatment

Engineering

Administrative

Type of Treatment

Design

Avoid

Eliminate
Substitute
Minimize
Simplify

Passive Control

Active Control

Warn

Procedures & 
Training

PPE

Minimize. quantity of hazard 
minimized to lower severity
• size, weight, amount of 

hazardous materials 
• lower voltage or energy required
• reduced operating temperatures 

and pressures

Simplify systems, methods, controls and displays 
to reduce likelihood 
• reduce complexity in controls & displays
• reduce steps to complete task
• human factors engineering design into systems to 

reduce human error potential

ANSI Z590.3-2021 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While “minimize” and “simplify” are key principles in Chemical Process Safety, note the additional APPLICATION of those principles to industrial worker hazards that are not unique to CPS – but definitely influence CPS.  For example, we should consider, in every part of a worker’s daily routine:  Size, Weight, Complexity, the clarity and simplicity of the user interface for Controls and Displays, Reduction of the number of steps.  In short, we should consider Human Factors throughout CPS design efforts – with a broad view of Human Factors well beyond ergonomic body geometry considerations.



28
2019, B. Lyon & G. Popov, Used by Permission

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dr. Popov and Mr. Lyon have provided another great illustration.  The change in the level of residual risk is especially clear as you move up and down the Hierarchy.  There is a lot in this illustration that can make it a great thinking tool to post in plain sight during Design Safety Review meetings.Please note, in the upper half of the illustration, that they chose NOT to categorize Engineering Controls as being Prevention through Design.And of course, I seemed to show the same idea in my first slide on the PRIORITY of PtD. If you recall, my point was about the PRIORITY being at the top.I did touch on other levels of the Hierarchy … and NIOSH has referred to Engineering Controls as examples of PtD.



29
2019, B. Lyon & G. Popov, Used by Permission

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chemical Process Safety practitioners might refer to these Engineering Controls as “Safety Systems.”  NOT calling these Prevention through Design comes from that “Different Way of Thinking” I refer to – THE MINDSET OF CHANGING THE INHERENT LEVEL OF THE HAZARD ITSELF, rather than just adding “Safety Systems.” I’ve heard from Chemical Engineers that adding “safety systems” rather than changing basic designs IS perhaps too common. As you know, INHERENT SAFETY is different than adding Safety Systems.  The latter is at lower levels of the Hierarchy, while INHERENT SAFETY is at the top – and comes from that “Different Way of Thinking.”  Certainly we’ll always need safety systems somewhere, but the challenge is to not automatically accept them as the default or the only solution.With the help of reminders such as this chart, we need to always put on a “thinking cap” from the TOP of the Hierarchy.  Please pardon my corny DAD humor, but as another reminder, or memory aid [PUT ON A HAT], I think of how the Irish tip their hats and say “Top of the Morning!” … For our purposes, let’s change it to “Top of the Hierarchy!Osman, Ray … we need some P2SAC hats!
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P
t
D

2019, B. Lyon & G. Popov, Used by Permission

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While the PRIORITY of PtD is the “Top of the Hierarchy! [TIP HAT AGAIN … THEN PUT ASIDE] … If we shift gears to think of the PROCESS of doing PtD, we can consider the entire Hierarchy to be part of PtD.If an earnest PtD Design Safety Review effort results in a mix of controls, some at lower levels, we still call the effort PtD.  After all, as an alternative to handing out PPE as an afterthought, we are instead emphasizing a pre-planned and documented Design Safety Review PROCESS like the Z590.3 PtD standard.  If purposeful forethought and collaboration happens, that is the crucial part of DOING PtD … even if the resultant set of controls is not all at the top of the Hierarchy [PANTOMINE THE TIP OF THE HAT] … Until Ray and Osman come through with the Hierarchy thinking caps … we can act it out as our P2SAC secret handshake.
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2019, B. Lyon & G. Popov, Used by Permission

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Notice that the Engineering Controls are further split into the more reliable and effective PASSIVE control, and the less reliable and less effective ACTIVE control.Conceptually, the whole idea of PASSIVE versus ACTIVE controls is a great lens to view PtD through.  Just as the top of the Hierarchy is the ultimate PASSIVE control … we applaud PtD thinking at ANY level.  Even PPE features can be DESIGNED to be more passive, requiring fewer ACTIONS by workers for use, inspection, maintenance, or other factors. This too can reduce the actions, or missed actions, of busy workers.I am NOT disagreeing with this illustration at all … just pointing out a degree of flexibility in what we might applaud as a PtD effort – depending on whether we’re talking about the PRIORITY [TIP THE HAT] – or the PROCESS.



Hierarchy of Risk Treatment
Lyon, Popov, 2019

Effectiveness & 
Reliability

High

Low

Hierarchy of Risk Treatment

Engineering

Administrative

Type of Treatment

Design

Avoid

Eliminate
Substitute
Minimize
Simplify

Passive Control

Active Control

Warn

Procedures & 
Training

PPE

Active Controls require activation to protect 
or function  
• presence sensing devices
• Interlocks
• process controls & safety instrumented systems
• fire suppression systems 

Passive Controls protect 
without activation  
• containment dike
• permanent guards 
• physical barriers

ANSI Z590.3-2021 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Returning to the HoRT diagram, we see some examples of PASSIVE versus ACTIVE controls that also stimulate that “Different Way of Thinking.”The PASSIVE CONTROLS, containment dikes, permanent guards, physical barriers, are simply there, doing their job, with no actions required.  They may even have a very low malfunction rate within their design specs.Now, if we were to brainstorm examples of ACTIVE controls, I might name things that require WORKERS to follow a procedure to MAKE THEM WORK every time they use them, even if that simply means to flick a switch, close a valve, or clip a carabiner onto an anchor. Think of Scaffolding – it’s great – UNLESS you’re the one putting it up or taking it down (when the protection is not very passive at that point).  Well, we would have to add a THIRD yellow call-out box here for those types of active controls, because the ACTIVE controls as they are listed HERE are typically AUTOMATED such as presence sensors and interlocks.Why didn’t they call AUTOMATED controls “PASSIVE?” After all, the worker doesn’t have to DO anything … or do they?  Once again, the reason for this is following a DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING.  Even these automated systems must be inspected, tested, and maintained – and even then, they can malfunction more often than the PASSIVE controls listed here.So, if we wanted to we could further split this into “ACTIVE (AUTOMATED)” as shown here, and “ACTIVE (MANUAL)” in a third call out box.Let’s look at all this with a super common structure at all your facilities – a BUILDING.



Old Ways of Thinking
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Photos courtesy of  TJ Lyons, Total Facility Solutions
* Explanatory notes added by J. Bach, NIOSH

1940/50: NO fall protection, 
and later HVAC placed near edge 

(old hospital wing)

• These workers, inspecting something 
near the edge of the roof, are in danger.
• We must trust them to “be careful”
• An OLD way of thinking

• A worker who needed to maintain the 
HVAC system would also be in danger 
because it is near the edge of the roof.
• Quite common, as it is easy to have 

utility connections run up the outer 
wall.

• An OLD way of thinking.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a 1940’s or 50’s building.  [READ BULLETS]We see some OLD ways of thinking here:Telling and TRUSTING workers to be “careful”Doing things because “you’ve always done it that way” (putting the HVAC near the edge)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


Old Ways of Thinking, improved
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* Explanatory notes added by J. Bach, NIOSH

1940/50: NO fall protection, 
and later HVAC placed near edge 

(old hospital wing)

2015: New hospital wing was designed 
with anchors in the roof for a harness and 

lifeline.

What level, or levels, is an 
anchor, lifeline, & harness 
system?

• ELIMINATE
• SUBSTITUTE
• ENGINEERING CONTROLS
• ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
• PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 

EQUIPMENT (PPE)

Photos courtesy of  TJ Lyons, Total Facility Solutions

AVOID “Must Trust” safety

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK, in 2015, a new wing of the building included anchors designed to the proper strength, and at carefully planned locations. Where does this fall in the Hierarchy of Controls?We did not completely ELIMINATE a fall hazard.  We perhaps have SUBSTITUTED a shorter fall distance.  ENGINEERING CONTROL is involved in DESIGNING a proper anchor.  ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS are needed for supplies and equipment, training, inspections, supervision, and enforcement.  And the lifeline and harness are PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT – which means we “MUST TRUST” that the worker and management do everything right all the time to provide protection.So, is this PtD?  YES, Certainly, as PREVENTIVE planning was required.  It WILL provide protection – though not PASSIVELY, because ACTIVE steps are required to make it work every time.  And there are also recurring costs to maintain the equipment and administrative controls.More on costs later, but let’s look at one more option for this building …

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


A Different Way of Thinking
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* Explanatory notes added by J. Bach, NIOSH

1940/50: NO fall protection, 
and later HVAC placed near edge 

(old hospital wing)

2015: Best PtD, Parapet 
ELIMINATES fall hazard

(different facility)

2015: Partial PtD … it still relies on PPE  or 
“MUST TRUST” systems

(new hospital wing)

AVOID “Must Trust” Designs Design IN prevention

Photos courtesy of  TJ Lyons, Total Facility Solutions

AVOID “Must Trust” safety

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A PARAPET wall or a FIXED RAILING can ELIMINATE the fall hazard – with no ACTIVE steps needed by workers to provide protection.  Now THAT is Prevention through Design at its finest.  If you remember my opening slides … even Moses would approve!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


(Adapted from: Szymberski, R., “Construction Project Safety Planning.” TAPPI 
Journal, Vol. 80, No. 11, pp. 69-74.)

Conceptual design

Detailed design

Procurement

Construction

Start-up, Occupancy

High

Low

Ability to 
influence 

safety and 
health

Project schedule

Cost

Economic
Need:
Better R.O.I.

Business: “What’s in it for me?”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On costs, there’s one more phrase of TJ Lyons that I love … Always ask: “What’s in this for me?” … meaning, what’s in it for the BUSINESS?What he means is using that “DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING” to find ways to also, often, save MONEY and/or TIME (which is money).And again, this is by moving solutions further up the Hierarchy where LESS is involved in providing protection.Here are some examples of “DIFFERENT WAYS OF THINKING” from various industries …



Courtesy of  
TJ Lyons, 
Total 
Facility 
Solutions
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Good: Protect the Receiver …

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[TALK very QUICKLY THROUGH THE SLIDE’s KEY ISSUES]… here you see the typical sidewalk overhead shielding … but this is actually a bit like relying on PPE because we’re providing the protection close to the RECEIVER of the damage …

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


$

Courtesy of  
TJ Lyons, 
Total 
Facility 
Solutions
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Better: Stop it at the Source !

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why not Stop falling items at their SOURCE?  A great principle - look for ways to address hazards closer to the hazard SOURCE.Remember, PtD is a “WAY OF THINKING” and once we knock ourselves out of our old ways, new ideas, often simple, can HAPPEN.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


Fresh Thinking for Old Problems

Courtesy of  
TJ Lyons, 
Total 
Facility 
Solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The age-old REBAR impalement risk is typically handled, poorly, by various CAPS or STRIPS or BOARDS … but they get lost, stolen, have to be taken OFF to work in some cases, and COST a lot.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


Fresh Thinking = Better Solutions!

Courtesy of  
TJ Lyons, 
Total 
Facility 
Solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CANDY CANE Rebar !No boards or caps and NO IMPALEMENT !!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


Better Solutions can cost less

$

Courtesy of  
TJ Lyons, 
Total 
Facility 
Solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And it saves TIME and MONEY on hundreds to thousands of caps.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


Modular & Pre-fab can add Safety and Savings
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https://designforconstructionsafety.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/brad-giles-ptd-presentation-asce-montreal-2012.pdf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brad Giles makes the case for PREFAB, MODULAR, and ON THE GROUND construction VERY well …

https://designforconstructionsafety.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/brad-giles-ptd-presentation-asce-montreal-2012.pdf


Difficult work in tight spaces …
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS is a tough place to crawl into and build cable trays.



Re-design: Modular, Pre-fab …
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So BUILD THEM ON THE GROUND comfortably and less strenuously …



Planning: Prefab unit installed
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And PLAN just the right time and place to LIFT them into place by crane.



$

Costs can be considerably LOWER!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Better, quicker, “CONSTRUCTABILITY,” that is also SAFER and Saves BIG MONEY!



Ground Assembly: low risk, high productivity

$

Courtesy of  
TJ Lyons, 
Total 
Facility 
Solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even wood construction contractors have saved a LOT on build time while ELIMINATING MOST of the risk of FALLS from HEIGHTS.I’ve seen this in my own neighborhood for years now.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-tj-lyons-35821022/


Prefabrication, Modularity

Dr. Mike Toole
www.DesignForConstructionSafety.org

Concrete Wall 
Panels

Steel Stairs Steelwork
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PREFAB and MODULARITY can cut hazard exposures and save money in MANY areas of MANY industries …

http://www.designforconstructionsafety.org/


Design Protects 
Miners’ Hearing, 
Triples chain life

Design improvements to the onboard 
conveyor of a continuous coal mining 
machine to reduce noise exposures by 3 
dB(A).
Coating the chain conveyor and flight bars 
protects mine operators’ hearing and 
extends the life of the chain 3-fold, more 
than offsetting the 20% cost increase.

Source: Kovalchik PG, Matetic RJ, Smith, AK, Bealko SB 
[2008]. Application of Prevention through Design for 
Hearing Loss in the Mining Industry. Journal of Safety 
Research 39(2): 251–254.

$
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In mining, coating the chain and flight bars on this conveyor system decreased noise exposures to operators by 3 dB(A), which is two-fold, AND increased the chain life THREE-fold, which more than off-sets the 20% cost increase of coating the chain.I’ve talked a lot about the PRIORITY of PtD and the value of a different “WAY OF THINKING”It is just as important to understand the PROCESS of PtD – and how it can STIMULATE these different ways of thinking.



Some think of “PtD” as equipment 
designed by REALLY clever people

That isn’t the way it works …

It doesn’t take an Einstein
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“PtD requires a designer with a crystal ball!”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are some who’ve said that this different way of thinking is a problem of PtD.  Here’s their idea: … to anticipate how work will be done, and to do things DIFFERENTLY to climb up that Hierarchy of Controls … we need some GENIUS DESIGNERS.  And maybe a “crystal ball” too.But that isn’t the way it works. You Geniuses out there are appreciated, wanted, and valued – yet most PtD is done by us mere mortals.And this is because PtD is not only a PRIORITY toward passive controls, but it is also a very definite collaborative PROCESS that can be followed by each of us.



The Process of PtD is “Design”
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Move Hazard Elimination Upstream in Design Process
PtD

To move worker protection from an afterthought to a forethought in 
process, product and facility design

“Lessons Learned” are brought into Design Safety Reviews

Business 
Concepts

Operations
&

Maintenance

Decommission
&

Recycle

RetrofitPrevention through Design

Business 
Concepts Design Build

Operations
&

Maintenance

Decommission
&

Recycle
Business 
Concepts Design Build

Operations
&

Maintenance

Decommission
&

Recycle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And so, just as the word “Prevention” points to the PRIORITY of PtD, the word “DESIGN,” as a verb, points to the PROCESS of PtD.  Prevention through DESIGN.  There IS a simple and practical PROCESS to actually “DO” Prevention through Design.SYSTEM SAFETY and PROCESS SAFETY have interesting histories and use in Military, Aerospace, Nuclear, and Chemical industries.  The Z590.3 PtD standard has been called “System Safety LIGHT” – and it is a simplified guide to the logical process of actually DOING PtD to save the Lives, Limbs, and Lungs of your workers in their daily efforts.In short, we don’t depend on one “genius,” but instead gather a carefully-chosen small team to identify hazards, assess risks, and collaborate to propose better controls.  The success of this collaborative and multi-discipline team depends on picking a good set of team players:- Key operations and maintenance personnel bring EXPERIENCE to provide the insights of “lessons learned” from previous work. - Health and Safety personnel bring EXPERTISE and awareness of possible controls from their experience or learning.- Key design and management personnel bring insights on the practicality of possible controls.- And maybe even finance and HR people can be consulted to estimate current costs, or to help compare short term costs to long term savings.



This is PtD

1. More Passive 
protections

2. A process to get 
there
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Interventions at the top levels of the Hierarchy
- Avoid, Eliminate, Substitute, Engineering Control

Using a collaborative Risk Management process
- to identify hazards, assess their risks, and choose alternatives
- focusing on the upper Hierarchy or more passive control

Interventions reducing the “Must Trust” factor
- more passive protections, depending less or none on worker actions
- at any level of the Hierarchy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To summarize what we’ve discussed so far:�1. The PRIORITY of PtD is always the TOP of the Hierarchy, but also with more PASSIVE controls at any level.2. The PROCESS of PtD is to COLLABORATE with a small team to provide the lessons learned, expertise, and practical insights needed to find ways to better MANAGE RISKS.  This is the collaborative advantage that provides some collective “genius” to the Design Safety Review effort.Let’s take a closer look at what that small team actually DOES …



Use the PtD 
Design Process

• For a great PtD PROCESS, 
follow the Z590.3

• Just 21 main pages

• Plus 12 helpful Addenda

• It is “System Safety Light”

• It provides a design safety 
review PROCESS for any type 
of business
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First of all, that small team GETS the PtD standard!  It isn’t unwieldly, as the main part of the standard, definitions and all, is just 21 pages long.  Plus, there are also a dozen helpful Addenda you can refer to for additional help as needed for your circumstances.



Business 
Concepts Design Build

Operations
&

Maintenance

Decommission
&

Recycle

The PtD Design Process
Business 
Concepts Design Build

Operations
&

Maintenance

Decommission
&

Recycle

Lessons Learned

Design Safety Review Meetings
1. Collaborative, Multi-Discipline 

(Designers, OSH, User/Operators, O&M …)
2. Hazard ID
3. Risk Assessment and Ranking
4. Alternatives Assessment
5. Change Plans, Contract Provisions, & Purchasing Specs
6. Provide Guidance for Remaining Hazards
7. Document All (hazard tracking table)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A method in the standard that illustrates the PtD process well is the Design Safety Review, or DSR.And here is what that collaborative and multi-disciplinary Design Safety Review team DOES:They identify work Activities, make a Hazard List, do Hazard Analysis using a Risk Assessment Matrix or other tool, they identify different Control Alternatives along the Hierarchy of Controls (breaks between meetings provide search and consultation time for this), and then they re-assess the Risk that might exist by choosing those Alternatives.One of the team members keeps track of the team’s work in as simple a way as possible …



A Table or Spreadsheet helps …
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The record-keeper might have a simple table or spreadsheet like this example from healthcare lifting.  The DSR team then presents this document to management, preceded by a very short summary, or “elevator speech,” to make the team’s case for recommended solutions to worker hazards.Management then decides the design level of risk they will accept.For any remaining hazards, the team provides protective procedures in turnover documents, or, an “Owner’s Manual.”I want to draw your attention to those last two columns in this example: Non-financial, and Financial aspects.  These are important for your own team’s decisions – but also quite important for your MANAGEMENT.  The ideas listed at the top of those columns are great idea stimulators … and when you can lay out short and long-term cost estimates, it helps.  OSHA has a “Safety Pays” tool, CPWR has an “ROI Calculator,” and in two weeks after this P2SAC is the AIHA/NIOSH Business Case Model release – check AIHA.org for the Business Case or Business Value model soon.We’ve covered the PRIORITY and PROCESS of PtD, including that DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING and the importance of a MULTI-DISCIPLINE Design Safety Review team.  Yet the Design Safety Review meetings are not all that there is to PtD.  Lessons learned should be made part of standard business Contract Specs and Procurement Specs so that they remain integrated business practices.  And Incident Investigations may need an overhaul …



Do “Accident Investigation” Differently

• A Blame Culture? “88% human error” (H.W. Heinrich)

• We “investigate,” find human error, and STOP
• We short-circuit analysis and miss system problems, i.e. 

contributing factors, root cause(s)
• Typical Corrective Action? … “re-brief, re-train, re-mind”

• Better: A FACT-finding culture (not Fault-finding)
• START at human error, don’t stop there
• Find system conditions that provoke human error
• DESIGN OUT error-provocative conditions – PtD!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another way to THINK DIFFERENTLY and CHANGE your business CULTURE is to change the way you do “Accident Investigation.”  Many of us, and our management, were trained to think that most “accidents” are simply someone’s fault.  And we STOP as soon as we find who to blame.  But to find the REAL areas for improvement …Go from FAULT-FINDING to FACT-FINDING.START at the error … and look for SYSTEM CONDITIONS that led to, or provoked, the error.And DESIGN OUT those “ERROR PROVOCATIVE” conditions.Management proves that they really want to move from FAULT-FINDING to FACT-FINDING when they use the findings to continuously improve the work.Here are some examples of Error Provocative conditions …



Error 
Provocative?

Identify, then 
design out, 
system conditions 
that PROVOKE
error
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[READ PHOTO CAPTION] … I think we have a clear user interface problem here that PROVOKES ERRORS



Error Provocative in the real world
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s gets VERY REAL and disorienting.  Like, which way is UP, man!?  Do I follow the WORDS or the ARROWS?Or, do I follow the ARROWS or the ARROWS?!Another example: "design flaws, including inconveniently arranged instruments and controls, the use of multiple similar alarms,"  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Mile_Island_accident



Resources: Incident Analysis Systems model

• ASSP Professional Safety journal:
• Reviewing Heinrich: Dislodging Two Myths From the Practice of Safety, Fred 

Manuele, Oct 2011
• Incident Investigation: Our Methods are Flawed, Fred Manuele, Oct 2014

• Also see S. Dekker, J. Reason, E. Scott Geller:
• The ASSP papers above summarize their work
• Watch: “Designing Out the Error Provocative” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LVMafEljmw
• Web Search: “Strategies to Prevent Serious Injuries & Fatalities Brent Cooley” 

– Great slide deck
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some great resources from Fred Manuele about this.To finish our session, I would like to compare CPS and PtD, point to some areas that may benefit from more attention, and provide some IDEAS for your consideration going forward …

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LVMafEljmw


CPS is PtD
• Loss of Containment … things that go 

BOOM … are worker hazards
• The PSM regs are OSHA regs
• System Safety = CPS = PtD
• CPS is Hazard ID, Risk Assess, 

Alternatives Assessment, etc.
• Chemists and Engineers love to 

creatively DESIGN-OUT problems
Something to avoid:

“You should be talking to the Personnel Safety 
office, not us … Personnel Safety (hard hats, etc) is 

taken care of by the office over there …”

PtD helps CPS
• Worker daily exposures include a full 

range of industrial hazards …
• Hazards, and work difficulties, in 

structures, equipment, tools, and 
work organization can also be 
DESIGNED-OUT

• Improving Human Factors also 
improves worker ability to make sure 
mechanical integrity is known and 
maintained.  Valves, gauges, and 
fittings will be easier and faster to 
access, check, and maintain

“As designers, we are key members of PtD Design 
Safety Review teams. Making work easier also 

helps assure CPS mechanical integrity.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CPS is PtD: Certainly, the work of Chemical Process Safety and Process Safety Management are also big WORKER protections, which is why the PSM regulations are in fact OSHA regulations.  And the essential processes of System Safety are also the essential processes of Chemical Process Safety and Prevention through Design (that is, Hazard ID, Risk Assessment, Alternatives Assessment … with the right mix of expertise and experience around the table).  And we engineers LOVE to design things that work simpler, better, with fewer problems down the line.  A caution is the tendency to specialize a bit TOO much from the Personnel/Occupational safety folks.PtD helps CPS: DESIGN can be applied to ALL types of worker hazards … and WE ARE the designers!  As designers, we should LEAD the full integration of DESIGN safety into business practices.  Integration of safety, rather than adding it on later, is a true culture change.  And think of this … if inspections and checks are difficult to do and some are missed – your mechanical integrity is now compromised. [READ THIRD BULLET on right].  A good goal is to see ourselves, as DESIGNERS, as key members of all DESIGN SAFETY REVIEW teams that look anywhere related to our processes.



CPS/NIOSH 2011: Worker safety?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More collaboration between the Process Safety and Occupational Safety worlds can only help.In 2011, some ChemE’s were briefing with NIOSH and pointed out a LACK of worker safety education in the CPS world.  They suggested some worker-focused topics be added to Process Design, PHA, and Risk Analysis, namely: Human Factors, Confined Space Entry, Hot Work, Line Breaks, PPE, and HazComm.



Good News

AIChE now has 
a Course

Unit 1: Human Factors Introduction 
• Section 1: What is Human Factors? 
• Section 2: Where Human Factors Fits in 

Guidance and Regulation 
• Section 3: Basic Human Factors Concepts 
• Section 4: Human Factors Then and Now 
• Section 5: Human Factors Experts

Unit 2: Human Factors Knowledge 
• Identify and briefly describe selected 

human factors knowledge topics.
Unit 3: Human Factors Tools 
• Section 1: Human factors engineering. 
• Section 2: Critical task analysis. 
• Section 3: Team meeting facilitation. 
• Section 4: Incident investigation. 
• Section 5: Process safety metrics.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is some really good news since then … you now have a great course in your arsenal!



Good News

AIChE now has 
a Course
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Who Should Attend
This course introduces the topic of human factors which is 
not typically included in engineering curricula. It is 
appropriate for undergraduate and graduate engineering 
students as well as early career professionals. The material 
is presented at an introductory level. … no prerequisites.

SAChE Course Applicability Summary
ELA 981 is recommended for:
• ChemE Practice/Leadership for ChemE’s
• Special Topics in Process Safety
• Graduate program (MS, PhD)   … B.S. ??
• Process Safety (standalone course)

Is it a default expectation?  Is it used?

But who’s it 
for?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I appreciate the frank admission that Human Factors are not typical in Engineering curricula.  That was my experience too.I also greatly appreciate that the recommended students include those new to the profession AND undergrads.I am confused that the Course Applicability Summary sheet leaves out the undergrads though.  This leaves me wondering if such Human Factor considerations truly are the default now?  I hope so.  Or I hope it’s close.However, just as the Purdue ChemE program has led the way in requiring a complete undergrad CPS course – AND in forming this great P2SAC! …I would like to suggest ways you too can LEAD by leveraging this excellent course to both protect workers better and increase Process Safety.



Good News

AIChE now has 
a Course
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Who Should Attend
This course introduces the topic of human factors which is 
not typically included in engineering curricula. It is 
appropriate for undergraduate and graduate engineering 
students as well as early career professionals. The material 
is presented at an introductory level. … no prerequisites.

SAChE Course Applicability Summary
ELA 981 is recommended for:
• ChemE Practice/Leadership for ChemE’s
• Special Topics in Process Safety
• Graduate program (MS, PhD)   … B.S. ??
• Process Safety (standalone course)

Is it a default expectation?  Is it used?

But who’s it 
for?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This course can be a superb help to advance and integrate both CPS and PtD.I’ve highlighted the course target’s “Chemical Engineering Practice” and “Leadership for Chemical Engineers.”These are POWERFUL audiences for this course, and here are some suggestions …



LEAD the 
Effort!
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FACTS
• You are central to the Business
• Safety is most REAL when  integrated into required 

business processes … not “added on”

• You have a lot to do

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the same way that adding “Safety Systems” isn’t as good as Prevention through Design, adding “Safety” on top of business operations isn’t as good as INTEGRATING safety methods into all business processes.And you, as Chemical Engineering leaders, are CENTRAL to the business.When you find ways to LEAD an effort to take a DESIGN approach to routine worker hazards around the plant, you are spearheading this transformation of your business culture.  As a pretty important side benefit, by improving Human Factors, you are improving the workers’ contribution to Process Safety!Ah, but you’re busy …



LEAD the 
Effort!
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FACTS
• You are central to the Business
• Safety is most REAL when  integrated into required 

business processes … not “added on”
• You have a lot to do
IDEAS and HELP
• Require the Human Factors course for your Chem E staff 

– and invite the OSH Office
• Share this PtD Design Safety Review slide deck
• During Process Design, PHA, and Risk Analysis, look at 

Confined Space Entry, Hot work, Line Breaks, PPE, and 
HazComm.

• Request the OSH Office run PtD Design Safety Reviews 
with you – for personnel/occ. safety hazards involving 
your Chemical Process ops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leverage that Human Factors course – require it.  Invite the OSH Office.And don’t forget the recommendations of 2011: when you are doing Process Design, PHA, and Risk Analysis, take a close look at Human Factors, to include Confined Space Entry, Hot Work, Line Breaks, PPE, and HazComm.Look for ways to leverage what you already have, this course, the OSH office – and get help from these sources.  You can’t do it all yourself.Look again at what that course covers – it sounds like the PtD process I’ve been discussing



LEAD the 
Effort!
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Unit 3: Human Factors Tools 
• Section 1: Human factors 

engineering. 
• Section 2: Critical task analysis.
• Section 3: Team meeting facilitation.
• Section 4: Incident investigation.
• Section 5: Process safety metrics.

FACTS
• You are central to the Business
• Safety is most REAL when  integrated into required 

business processes … not “added on”
• You have a lot to do
IDEAS and HELP
• Require the Human Factors course for your Chem E staff 

– and invite the OSH Office
• Share this PtD Design Safety Review slide deck
• During Process Design, PHA, and Risk Analysis, look at 

Confined Space Entry, Hot work, Line Breaks, PPE, and 
HazComm.

• Request the OSH Office run PtD Design Safety Reviews 
with you – for personnel/occ. safety hazards involving 
your Chemical Process ops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The “Critical Task Analysis,” “Team Meeting Facilitation,” and “Incident Investigation” seem to be EXACTLY what I’ve been briefing on PtD today.



• Your expertise is unique and 
technical, but is Process Safety 
TOO specialized?

• Is CPS too separate from the 
Occupational Safety office?

• Are THEY too separate from 
you?

• It can only get better, with your 
leadership!

Risk Awareness can 
be too Specialized

Central
Taurus
Mountains,
Turkey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Back to the beginning …[READ THE SLIDE]You have great resources in your own profession.  I’m hoping you can leverage those resources, and leverage your OSH office too, to improve DESIGN SAFETY for all of your worker’s daily tasks.In closing, I have one more question … but this time I have the answer.



So 
WHAT?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So WHAT?I have investigated fatalities.  So have some of you.We never forget the ones we lost.  We never know the ones we SAVE.Yet we can compare stats from one country to another or one business to another and see big differences (the U.K. saves SIX to SEVEN times as many lives in Construction than we do – as a RATE not a raw number – and they’ve required Design Safety Reviews and other PtD principles since 1994).This proves that when we do things differently, and eliminate or reduce hazards, we DO save lives even if we don’t know which one – and they never come up and thank us.  And of course the numbers are not really numbers, they are PEOPLE – who do or DON’T go home to their loved ones that night.So, the ULTIMATE answer to “So What” is …



Savings Lives, Saving Families
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[READ TITLE … summarize the below]No, this isn’t just my closing “sunset” slide … sweet dreams and all.Each wage earner here wants to come home after work and have a happy family, without tragedies.One family photograph here is from the 1960’s.  On the right, in the center, is my own family.  The little kid is me.  My father fought in World War II and made it home safe.  I still wear HIS high school ring and not my own.  He was a carpenter, classical music lover (it sort of comes along with the name BACH), expert fly fisherman, and an amateur artist who liked to study Frank Lloyd Wright’s work.  His father built the development I grew up in – but he built the house I grew up in.  When I was 11 years old, and he was 40, a Preventable job hazard took his life.  Chemical in fact.  It didn’t have to be.  Neither does any other family like these have to suffer a preventable worker and family tragedy.YOU are in the KEY position to transform workplace risk at a fundamental level, to change what is the expected norm, and therefore to save lives, and families.  Please use your influence well.I thank you FOR SAVING LIVES NOW, and FOR MANY YEARS to come !!!



For more information, contact CDC
1-800-CDC-INFO (232-4636)
TTY:  1-888-232-6348    www.cdc.gov

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
official position of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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